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Lexmark 50G0854 printer/scanner spare part 1 pc(s)

Brand : Lexmark Product code: 50G0854

Product name : 50G0854

4.3" (11cm) spacer

Lexmark 50G0854 printer/scanner spare part 1 pc(s):

The Spacer cannot be used with the 2100-Sheet Tray.

The optional caster base may be required when the product is configured with the spacer or additional
trays (1 to 4).
Lexmark 50G0854. Device compatibility: Multifunctional, Brand compatibility: Lexmark, Compatibility:
MB2770adhwe, MX721adhe, MX722adhe, MX722ade, B2865dw, MS725dvn, MS821n, MS821dn,
MX822ade,..., Product colour: White. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Device compatibility * Multifunctional
Brand compatibility * Lexmark

Compatibility *

MB2770adhwe, MX721adhe,
MX722adhe, MX722ade, B2865dw,
MS725dvn, MS821n, MS821dn,
MX822ade, MS822de, MX822adxe,
MS823n, MS823dn, MS825dn,
MS826de, MX826adxe, MX826ade.

Product colour White
Country of origin China

Weight & dimensions

Width 421 mm

Weight & dimensions

Depth 510 mm
Height 110 mm
Weight 5.8 kg

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Package width 586 mm
Package depth 494 mm
Package height 207 mm
Package weight 7.3 kg

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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